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Overview

• Observations
– Early windstorm

– Approach of the fire

– Videos from the neighborhood

– Observations from the neighborhood

– Radar imagery

• Timelines for Evacuation and Warning 

• Review of fire spread modes in Superior and Louisville

• Discussion
– Wind-enhanced fire? 

– Urban firestorm?

– Fire-enhanced windstorm?

• Recommendations



Potential Fire Intensity
CSU Wildfire Risk Public Viewer

https://co-pub.coloradoforestatlas.org/#/

https://co-pub.coloradoforestatlas.org/#/




National Weather Service Grid Point Forecast for Superior



Observations: Early Windstorm

• Windstorm began rather abruptly around 8 AM
• Featured dramatic changes in wind direction at times for the first 1.5 h

– Around 8:45 AM, a very strong wind out of the South blew the tumbleweeds northward for maybe 30 seconds
– About a minute or two later, a strong wind out of the north was blowing the opposite directions
– I remarked to my family that the rotor was likely overhead

• The early portion of the windstorm was rather typical, in which the strongest winds were well to the west of 
us

• Run-of-the-mill winds of 55-65 mph through ~10 AM
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10:00 AM
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10:07 AM



Max gusts as of 10:45 AM



11:02 AM



Anjan Sabkota (YouTube, Fox31 News)



CO-109
Hwy-93 and CO-72



Max gusts as of 11:27 AM



Power Outage Map @ 11:33 AM



Observations: Approach of the Fire

11:36 AM



11:54 AM



Rob Kelly (YouTube)



Approach of the Fire

Video credit: Makia Minich 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dT9D5zrBbs&t=1s&ab_channel=UnknownOverland

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dT9D5zrBbs&t=1s&ab_channel=UnknownOverland


Photo/video sequence by Elena Familetto

11:55 AM



VVideo by Elena Familetto

12:02 PM



Video by Elena Familetto

12:04 PM



Video by Elena Familetto

12:05 PM



Video by Elena Familetto

12:06 PM



Video by Elena Familetto

12:07 PM



12:08 PM



Photo by Elena Familetto

12:10 PM



Observations of the Fire Arrival

• My instrumentation:
– Davis Instruments Vantage Pro2

• Anemometer on a tripod mast 7 ft above the roof 
crest at a height of 33 ft above the ground

• Integrated sensor suite in the backyard at 5-6 ft

– WeatherFlow (predecessor to Tempest)

• Anemometer co-located with Vantage Pro2

• Temperature sensor on front-porch railing in 
radiation shield

• My neighbor’s instrumentation:
– Consumer-grade station (Ambient?)

– Mounted at about 6’ on the top of a fence in back 
corner of yard

– Winds likely sheltered by proximity to the top of 
the fence











100 mph on Vantage Pro2 at @12:05 PM 





Observations from the Neighbor’s Station (KCOLOUIS54)







Photo by Brian Giles



Last Report of my Tempest



A pause for some dynamical interpretation

• Streamwise vorticity generated by the updraft bending up the horizontal axis roll 
vorticity downstream of the plume?

• Or something else related to structure of the windstorm?





NEXRAD 



Doppler on Wheels (DOW) Observations
Thanks to Karen Kosiba (CSWR)

• From later in the event





View of Smoke Plume from Louisville

Video by Lisa Young’s husband @ 12:18 PM
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Progression of fire into Louisville
Photo by Lisa Young                   Grass fire @ 1:58 PM 2:17 PM?

https://www.facebook.com/patrick.kramer.35325/videos/350138813587415/

https://www.facebook.com/patrick.kramer.35325/videos/350138813587415/


The Aftermath





Aftermath







Fire Investigation on January 13
Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety (IBHS)

• A national team of experts was assembled to examine the modes of fire spread and 
impact on structures. The team included representatives from IBHS, Boulder County’s 
Firewise Program, several university professors and post-docs, and at least one 
representative from the reinsurance industry. 



















Role of Grass – Oct 20, 2021

Photos by Lisa Young

• Mature, thick grasses

• Only mowed within ~6 ft of fences

• Residents not allowed to mow grasses in 
open space behind their properties



11:54 AM



Review of Fire Spread Modes

• Once in the WUI, fire spread through a mixture of discontinuous fuels and via ember showers

• Normally, burning grass produces embers that are not large enough to catch a house on fire

• When the grass fire got to Sagamore, there were some tumbleweeds which had accumulated against the dual fences 
between the open space and the abandoned railroad right-of-way. One resident describes these catching fire and 
getting lofted in the wind as "firebombs". These larger weeds likely led to the embers that caught the houses on fire, 
whether through the attic, decks, or from igniting vegetation near the house 

– Once one house went, all adjacent houses were practically guaranteed to be lost due to the 10' spacing 
between houses and lack of effective firefighting in Sagamore that day (due to high winds, low water pressure)

• houses can catch fire from radiant heat of a house burning even 25 feet away 

– Due to the proximity of houses and very flammable exterior materials, there was little hope to save the 
neighborhood 

• Sagamore burning down in 100+ mph winds lead to a huge ember shower which likely traveled for thousands of feet, 
igniting structures in Original Town, Coal Creek Crossing, and the Elements Hotel. 

• Embers from these new burning locations may have sparked the grass fires which raced up through the open space in 
Louisville to Coal Creek Ranch and St. Andrews Lane, etc. Any larger weeds likely contributed to local embers which 
caught people's decks on fire, etc. But long-distance embers also likely contributed to catching homes on fire 

• More burning houses in Louisville contributed to more large embers, and so on

• Fire spread via grass stopped near Monarch High School where the grasses were trimmed very short

• In some areas, homes burned down hours after the grass fire went through due to spot fires (e.g., in Rock Creek and 
some parts of Louisville). Wooden fences played a role in propagating these spot fires to houses in some cases
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Firestorm Definition

• A firestorm is a conflagration which attains such intensity that it creates and sustains 
its own wind system. It is most commonly a natural phenomenon, created during 
some of the largest bushfires and wildfires. Although the term has been used to 
describe certain large fires, the phenomenon's determining characteristic is a fire with 
its own storm-force winds from every point of the compass towards the storm's 
center, where the air is heated and then ascends.

1. American National Fire Protection Association 2005, p. 68.

2.^ Alexander Mckee's Dresden 1945: The Devil's Tinderbox

3.^ "Problems of Fire in Nuclear Warfare (1961)" (PDF). Dtic.mil. Archived from the original (PDF) on 18 February 2013. 

Retrieved 11 May 2016. A fire storm is characterized by strong to gale force winds blowing toward the fire everywhere 

around the fire perimeter and results from the rising column of hot gases over an intense, mass fire drawing in the cool 

air from the periphery. These winds blow the fire brands into the burning area and tend to cool the unignited fuel outside 

so that ignition by radiated heat is more difficult, thus limiting fire spread.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firestorm#CITEREFAmerican_National_Fire_Protection_Association2005
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firestorm#cite_ref-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firestorm#cite_ref-3
https://web.archive.org/web/20130218040912/http:/www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=AD673703&Location=U2&doc=GetTRDoc.pdf
http://www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=AD673703&Location=U2&doc=GetTRDoc.pdf


Discussion: Urban Firestorms

• Past notable urban firestorms
– Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923

• A fire whirl went through the central 

district

• 38,000 people incinerated 

• Half a million structures burned

• 1.5 million made homeless

– World War II
• Dresden

• Hamburg

• Tokyo

• Likely required conditions:
– High fuel loads

– Multiple fire sources

• Additional contributing conditions:
– Surface winds not too strong?

– Strong low-level jet

– Helps if fuels can be mobilized by 

extreme winds



Firestorm-made thermal column. Fire (1) makes hot air (2) to rise forming storm-winds 

(3) towards the fires. A = Pyrocumulonimbus.

Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Firestorm_thermal_column.svg

Author: Thermal_column.svg: Dake

• derivative work: RicHard-59

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Firestorm_thermal_column.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Thermal_column.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Dake&action=edit&redlink=1
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:RicHard-59


A Fire-enhanced windstorm?

• Modification of stability by the heat release from the fire



Exact source unknown: Shared on social media in the days following the fire



Potential Fire Intensity
CSU Wildfire Risk Public Viewer



Recommendations for more Fire-Wise Communities

• Require that all new construction in Louisville and Superior include fire-resistant elements 
– fire-resistant siding and roofs

– non-flammable materials for decks

– soffit-screens and other ember-resistant vents

– flashing between gutters and house

– 5 feet of space with all non-combustible materials and landscaping around each house

• Work on retrofitting existing houses as feasible 
– When siding is replaced, upgrade to fire-resistant siding

– When a new roof is required, install ember-resistant vents

– Give incentives for homeowners to "harden" their houses to fire. 

• Keep open space and park grasses trimmed to very short levels during the windstorm season 

• Replace all wooden fences with fences made from non-combustible materials 

• Homeowners should maintain their properties in a fire-safe condition during the dry months
– rake leaves

– make sure leaves don't accumulate on roofs and gutters



Update since this talk was given

In March 2022, the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) and Insurance 
Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS) released a report, entitled: “WUI 
Structure/Parcel/Community Fire Hazard Mitigation Methodology”

• Article about the report: https://www.nist.gov/news-events/news/2022/03/nist-offers-
first-kind-guidance-holistic-home-and-community-wildfire

• Link to the report:
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/TechnicalNotes/NIST.TN.2205.pdf

Take home messages: 

• It’s important not to skip any of the 40 aspects of wildfire resistance (a million embers 
hitting your house is going to find the one vulnerability). 

• Resilience needs to include both structure-based mitigation and community-wide 
preparation. 

https://www.nist.gov/news-events/news/2022/03/nist-offers-first-kind-guidance-holistic-home-and-community-wildfire
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/TechnicalNotes/NIST.TN.2205.pdf

